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!

and 
!

4800 West Corridor Boundary 
Studies



Boundary Study Timeline

February - The Population Analysis Committee (PAC) recommends 
a study list

February through May - Representatives from the PAC meet 
with school committees

June - PAC presents initial report in June board study session where 
potential solutions are refined based on board input



July through September - The potential solutions are vetted 
with the school community councils and are further refined.

October - The committee then submits options to the board. The 
board decides if one of these options is to be presented at open 

house forums

October - Open houses conducted

October/November - Public Input compiled



November - Based on board guidance the PAC refines    ! ! !
recommendations and submits the final proposal for a first reading

December - Finally, the PAC reviews all input with ! ! ! !
        recommendations to the board to vote !

     on in a final action during board meeting



Cyprus Network Reconfiguration and 
Boundary Study

Now that Cyprus High Reconfiguration has been 
decided our efforts are now focused on the 

boundary portion of the study



Meetings will begin again in the Cyprus Network 
in next couple of weeks to begin collecting more 

community input. 

So far the community seems to be talking 
mostly about 7th and 8th graders at Matheson 

while Brockbank and the Brockbank name 
would continue as an extension of Cyprus 

High campus.



Matheson’s current enrollment is approximately 
1210. A boundary shift that would allow Matheson 
to be a 7th and 8th grade school with an enrollment 

of 990 is being considered.  





4800 West Corridor Study

Summary: Since 9th grade reconfiguration has 
taken place in most west side high schools, and  
changed the dynamic of key enrollment trends, 
it is timely to consider boundaries that reflect a 
more balanced enrollment and at the same time 

maintain the high school feeder patterns.  
!

!



Current Enrollment 
Brockbank - 930 (7-9) 

Matheson Jr.- 1220 (7-9) 
Hunter Jr. - 640 

Kennedy Jr. - 650 
Kearns Jr. - 550 
Valley Jr. - 650 

West Lake Jr. - 850 
!

Potential Enrollment  
Brockbank - 700 (9 only) 
Matheson Jr. - 990 (7-8) 

Hunter Jr. - 875 
Kennedy Jr. - 750 
Kearns Jr. - 675 
Valley Jr. - 710 

West Lake Jr. - 790 
!

!

!

!

!









Impacts?

This boundary change would create one split feeder 
out of Hunter Jr. High

However, it would also clean up three elementary 
split feeders - Pioneer, West Kearns and Jackling

Creates much needed balance in enrollment in Jr. 
Highs



The junior high administrations and community 
councils have responded favorably to these 

proposals. The elementary feeder patterns into 
different jr. highs will  likely generate the most 

questions in the communities.



The PAC recommends further 
meetings with community councils 

and scheduling open houses.  



Questions?


